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Abstract

Well begun is half done. In the crowdfunding market, the early
fundraising performance of the project is a concerned issue
for both creators and platforms. However, estimating the early
fundraising performance before the project published is very
challenging and still under-explored. To that end, in this pa-
per, we present a focused study on this important problem in
a market modeling view. Specifically, we propose a Graph-
based Market Environment model (GME) for estimating the
early fundraising performance of the target project by exploit-
ing the market environment. In addition, we discriminatively
model the market competition and market evolution by de-
signing two graph-based neural network architectures and in-
corporating them into the joint optimization stage. Finally, we
conduct extensive experiments on the real-world crowdfund-
ing data collected from Indiegogo.com. The experimental re-
sults clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
model for modeling and estimating the early fundraising per-
formance of the target project.

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of on-
line crowdfunding platforms, such as Indiegogo 1 and Kick-
starter 2. More and more entrepreneurs and individuals cre-
ate projects on these platforms to demonstrate their innova-
tive ideas and solicit funding from the public.

The prevalence of crowdfunding platforms triggers many
research problems, such as project success prediction (Li,
Rakesh, and Reddy 2016), recommendations (Zhang et al.
2019) and funding dynamic tracking (Zhao et al. 2017b;
2019). Most of these existing studies focus on modeling the
fundraising process after the project published. However, for
creators and platform operators, they all want to understand
and estimate the early fundraising performance before the
project setup. Actually, according to the official statistics of
online crowdfunding platforms, the fundraising ability of the
project reached its peak in the first 24 hours 3, and projects
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with early funding achieve 30% of corresponding goals are
most likely to succeed 4. But it is hard for the founder to
ensure that the project has a good start due to the complex
and dynamic market environment. Thus, modeling the mar-
ket environment is an essential issue for judging whether it
is a good time to start the project. Unfortunately, less effort
has been made towards this goal. To that end, in this paper,
we conduct a focused study on modeling and estimating the
early performance of innovations in a market view. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in this area.

Indeed, it is very challenging to estimate the early perfor-
mance of unpublished innovations. As mentioned above, the
project fundraising performance is largely influenced by the
market environment. On the one hand, once a project is pub-
lished, it will face market competition from other projects af-
ter published. That is difficult to model the complex compe-
tition relationships and estimate the competitiveness of the
target project. On the other hand, market evolution can also
have a huge impact on the fundraising process. Then, track-
ing market evolution is another challenge for estimating the
early performance of the target innovation.

To address the challenges mentioned above, in this paper,
we present a focused study on exploiting the project early
fundraising performance in a market modeling view. Along
this line, we propose a novel model, i.e., Graph-based Mar-
ket Environment model (GME), to explore the market envi-
ronment of online crowdfunding platforms and estimate the
early performance of the target project. Specifically, GME
consists of two components, i.e., Project Competitiveness
Modeling (PCM) and Market Evolution Tracking (MET).
In the PCM module, we apply a hybrid Graph Neural Net-
work (GNN) to model the competitiveness pressure of the
target project by aggregating competitive influences of other
competitive projects in the market. Additionally, in the MET
module, we design a propagation structure to track the mar-
ket evolution and apply a Gated Graph Neural Networks
(GG-NNs) (Li et al. 2015) to model the evolution process.
Next, we optimize our GME with a joint loss to learn the
fundraising performance of competitive projects and esti-
mate the early performance of the target project, simultane-

4https://www.startups.com/library/expert-advice/key-
crowdfunding-statistics
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ously. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on the real-
world crowdfunding data collected from Indiegogo.com.
The experimental results clearly demonstrate the effective-
ness of our proposed model for modeling and estimating the
early fundraising performance of the target project.

Related Work

In this section, we review the research from two categories,
i.e., crowdfunding and graph neural networks.

Crowdfunding

The research of online crowdfunding can be divided into
two categories according to the research perspective: for the
individual projects and for the entire market. For the indi-
vidual projects, most researchers paid much attention to the
prediction of project success (Li, Rakesh, and Reddy 2016;
Jin et al. 2019). Besides, Liu et al. (2017) optimized the al-
gorithm of production supply to reduce the redundant losses
of creators, and Zhao et al. (2017b) focused on tracking the
dynamics for projects in their complete funding durations.
For the entire market, Lin, Yin, and Lee (2018) modeled
dynamic competition on crowdfunding markets, Zhang et
al. (2019) are devoted to the recommender systems on the
crowdfunding market, and Janku and Kucerova (2018) pro-
pose that good early performance on the crowdfunding mar-
ket is especially significant.

In spite of the importance of previous studies, they mainly
focused on modeling the market reaction or investors’ inter-
est after projects launched, and were still lack in a deep and
quantitative exploration of the early performance before the
project setup. To the best of our knowledge, in this paper, we
are the first comprehensive attempt to exploit the prediction
of early performance in a market modeling view.

Graph Neural Network

Graph Neural Network (GNN) has been proven successful in
modeling the structured graph data due to its theoretical ele-
gance (Bronstein et al. 2017). Extending neural networks to
work with graph-structured data was first proposed by Gori,
Monfardini, and Scarselli (2005). With the proposal of spec-
tral GNN (Bruna et al. 2013) and its improvements (Deffer-
rard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016; Kipf and Welling
2016), the research in this area began to develop rapidly. Be-
sides, Zhou, Huang, and Schölkopf (2007) regularized the
learning procedure of the target task with a hypergraph that
captures the higher-order relations among entities. Gilmer et
al. (2017) proved that applications of the neural networks
to graphs could be seen as specific instances of a learnable
message passing framework on graphs.

These years, graph neural network has been applied to
many tasks without explicit graph structure. For instance,
Cucurull, Taslakian, and Vazquez (2019) addressed the com-
patibility prediction problem using a graph neural network
that learns to generate product embeddings conditioned on
context. Feng et al. (2019) created the influence graph
model by building the edges between related stocks in the
stock prediction task. In this paper, we organize the projects

in the crowdfunding market as a market graph. And we fur-
ther propose the GNN-based networks to model the market
competitiveness and market evolution, which is the first at-
tempt in this domain.

Methodology

In this section, we propose a framework to estimate the
project’s early fundraising performance in a market model-
ing view. First, we introduce the research problem and the
constructed features we use. Then, we present the technical
details of our proposed model, i.e., Graph-based Market En-
vironment model (GME).

Preliminaries

In online crowdfunding services, different start-up time has a
great impact on the early fundraising performance due to the
different market environments (Janku and Kucerova 2018).
Along this line, we aim at estimating the early performance
in a market modeling view. However, the early fundraising
amounts are improper to directly measure the early perfor-
mance, since the same fundraising amount in early-stage
means different performance for projects with different fund
goals. So in this paper, we use the achievement of goal in the
early stage to measure our target value. More specifically,
For the target project i, we can get the quantitative definition
of the early performance yi as:

yi = log2

(
1 +

αi

gi

)
, (1)

where yi denotes the normalized value, αi is the amount of
soliciting funding during the first 24 hours, gi is the declared
pledged goal, so αi

gi
represents the percentage of funding in

early stage to declared pledged goal. There are two reasons
for using function log2(·) to normalize yi: one is suppress
the large variations between minimum and maximum (Wang
et al. 2018), the other is that the original percentage values
mostly distribute in a small value range, such as [0, 0.5], and
the log2(·) is an increasing function with a decreasing slope
which can map small value intervals to larger value intervals
to make more discriminative prediction.

Next, the studied problem can be defined as follows:

Definition 1 Early Fundraising Performance Estimating.
Given the target project g which may be launched at time
Tg and the static features XTg of all the related projects
with the dynamic fundraising sequence STg in the market
before Tg , our task is to estimate the early performance yg
for target project g.

Static Features. Given N projects in the whole dataset,
the static feature xi ∈ R

m of project i concatenates the vec-
tor of basic information published by creators such as project
descriptions, perks information, pledged goals, etc. Table 1
lists the detailed information of static features. Specifically,
we discretize numerical values by one-hot encoding to cate-
gorical type. And, following the example of Jin et al. (2019),
text data is converted into numerical vectors by the method
of doc2vec (Le and Mikolov 2014). Moreover, we use an
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Figure 1: The overview of Graph Market Environment model (GME) : A. Project Competitiveness Modeling (PCM) captures
the competitive relationships between the target projects and others. B. Market Evolution Tracking (MET) tracks the market
evolution. C. Joint Optimization jointly trains the model with the joint loss of target predicted loss and competitiveness loss.

Table 1: The information of static features.

Features Type

Project Description Text
Project Category Categorical

Creator Type Categorical
Currency Categorical

Declared Funding Duration Numerical
Declared Pledged Goal Numerical

instance matrix X = [ x1,x2, ...,xN ]
T to present all the

existing projects and each row is one project feature.

Market Dynamic Features. Unlike the traditional pre-
diction like success prediction based on the historical time
series of the target project, we cannot do that since our
task reduce the risk before the target project publish. But
we need to model the market evolution, the historical
fundraising processes of the projects in the market are
important to reflect the project competitiveness and mar-
ket evolution. For the fundraising process of project i in
the market, we can generate a fundraising sequence Si =
{〈v1, t1〉, 〈v2, t2〉, ..., 〈v|Si|, t|Si|〉}, where v presents the in-
vestment amount of the project at time t.

Project Competitiveness Modeling

Once a project is published, it would face fierce competition
in the market. Then, how to model the competitiveness pres-
sure of the target project in the current market environment is
particularly essential. Along this line, we propose the Project
Competitiveness Modeling (PCM) module to model the cur-
rent competitive environment. Specifically, we first utilize

sequential modeling to predict the funding status as the com-
petitiveness of published projects in the market. Then, we
propose a competitiveness graph to aggregate the competi-
tive influence of published projects.

In detail, we first select the competitive projects. Consid-
ering the fund resource in the market is limited, all the fund-
ing projects are competitive with each other (Lin, Yin, and
Lee 2018). Thus, given the target project g, whose funded
time is Tg . For each project i running on the platform at time
Tg , we quantify the competitiveness of i as:

hc
i = LSTM(TSi) , i ∈ Ψg, (2)

where we use Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) to predict the
funding status of each project in the future, Ψg is the set
of running projects. TSi = [ ξ0, ξ1, ..., ξ23 ] denotes the
time series of project i during the past 24 hours before
Tg . Since the investment sequence of project i is Si ={〈v1, t1〉, 〈v2, t2〉, ..., 〈v|Si|, t|Si|〉

}
, so the hourly amount is:

ξk = log2

(∑
vj

)
, (3)

where vj ∈ Si, Tg − (k + 1) ∗ Δ ≤ tj < Tg − k ∗ Δ,
k = 0, 1, ..., 23, Δ represents the time interval of one hour.
To build the influence relations from running projects to
the target project, we construct all the directed edges 〈i, g〉,
i ∈ Ψg , and apply the embedding vectors hc

i as the state
of i. Note that, the state of node g is generated from full-
connected layer with xg , since g does not have fundraising
time series.

Considering the computational pressure of the platform,
it is not necessary to meet the demands of creators for pre-
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cise time. Along this line, we segment one day into six pe-
riods according to the general lifestyle of humans (Wu et al.
2017), i.e. “8:00∼12:00”, “12:00∼14:00”, “14:00∼17:00”,
“17:00∼20:00”, “20:00∼24:00” and “0:00∼8:00”. We de-
fine a target set G which contains unpublished projects
whose pre-funded time in the same period of one day, and we
train the target projects in G simultaneously on one graph.
Note that, to prevent the leakage of information, that is, the
information after Tg is used in advance, the current time-
point of the target set G is defined as TG = min {Ti | i ∈ G}
when calculating the competitiveness.

However, there is a serious problem that when the run-
ning projects set Ψ is large, the algorithm is time-consuming
for modeling all the time series by LSTM. To solve this
problem, we propose a pruning method. We think that for
a project that just starts less than 24 hours, it would compete
for one investor’s attention with other projects that are also
observed by this investor. And, the investors are most likely
to find the newly created projects in the just-funded section
and the corresponding category section. Because on these
sections with specific restrictions, our target projects is most
likely to appear at the first few pages. According to these,
we define the adjacent matrix AG ∈ R

|G|×|Ψg| as:

AG
Mi,Mj

=

⎧⎨
⎩

1, if Ti − Tj ≤ 3 days
1, if Ci = Cj

0, otherwise,
(4)

where M is a function which maps the original id of a
project to the unique column id in AG between 0 and |Ψg|,
AG

Mi,Mj
indicates whether j is connected to i, Ci and Cj

express the categories of i and j. Simply, the pruning ap-
proach not only reduce the number of time series modelled
by LSTM but also suppress some noise, and we would de-
sign ablation experiment to verify this approach can promote
the performance of our model.

Due to the project with strong fundraising ability or it’s
content closer to g may have a greater impact on the tar-
get project (Lin, Yin, and Lee 2018), we implement the
method like Graph Attention Network (GAT) (Veličković et
al. 2017) to aggregate neighborhoods information of the tar-
get node g as:

egi = VT [ Wxg ‖Wxi ] , (5)
αgi = softmax (egi)

=
exp (LeakyReLU (egi))∑

j∈Ng
exp (LeakyReLU (egj))

,
(6)

where ·T represents transposition, Ng extract from AG
Mg :

(all nodes pointing to node g) are the neighbors of g, and
‖ is the concatenation operation. αgi obtained as the nor-
malized attention coefficients are used to compute a linear
combination of the features corresponding to them, to serve
as the final output features for node g:

Hc
g =

∑
i∈Ng

(αgiWhh
c
i ) , (7)

where αgi is calculated from static content features, but un-
like GAT, we use the product of attention weights αgi and

estimated financing state hc
i not xi. In this way, we can give

consideration to two influences include fundraising ability
and contents of projects at the same time.

Market Evolution Tracking

After modeling the projects competitiveness, we then con-
sider the market evolution process. Actually, the market
environment is dynamic and the investment attention is
changed over time (Zhao et al. 2017a). For example, in sum-
mer, the investors may pay more attention to the innovation
of intelligent fan and in winter, the attention of investors
may change to self-heating wear. Along this line, we de-
sign a Market Evolution Tracking (MET) module to model
the dynamic evolution of the crowdfunding market. More
specifically, since the number of published projects in the
historical market can reach hundreds in a few days, using
chained sequential models like LSTM to model the dynamic
environment with such a large step size would lead to the
performance degradation. Therefore, we design a propaga-
tion tree-structured GNN with message passing to track the
evolution of market.

Indeed, market environment is the context of a project in
the market. To consider the impact of context on fundraising
process, for the project i in market, we should refer to the
early fundraising states of other projects in historical market.
Therefore, the state of published project j is initialized as
hj = [ xj ‖ rj ], rj is the amount of early fundraising of j,

rj = log2

⎛
⎝1 +

∑
tl<Tj+nhΔ

vl

⎞
⎠ , vl ∈ Sj , (8)

where nh denotes 24 hours of one day, and there is a con-
straint: Ti − Tj > nh ∗ Δ. Only in this way i can learn
the early fundraising performance of published project j by
the message propagation through the edge 〈j, i〉, we call j
the observable node of i. If the historical data contains past
th days, the set of published projects is Φi = {j | j <
N, nh ∗ Δ < Ti − Tj < nh ∗ thΔ}. Easily the simplest
structure to refer to historical market is to calculate the early
funding of all nodes in Φi firstly, and then create the directed
edges from nodes in Φi to i. But there is an irrational issue is
that we put all the observable projects at the same time level.
In an actual environment, there are long-term and short-term
effects in forecasting task, the reference values for states
with different distances to the pre-startup timepoint should
be different. In this paper, we apply the tree-structured graph
neural network with message passing to deal with the prob-
lem.

Example 1 To illustrate how to represent the different time
levels of projects in the market, let us consider the example
in Figure 2a. When we considering all the edges between
nodes and their observable nodes, there are three edge pairs
〈a, g〉, 〈b, g〉, 〈b, a〉, the length of each edge is greater than
nh hours. If we delete the edge 〈b, g〉, the depths of a, b are
1 and 2 on the treeg with root g, which can represent the
different time spans to Tg . Moreover, the process of message
passing from node b to a to g similar to the step-by-step
passing of LSTM.
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Figure 2: The propagation tree structure with message pass-
ing. Node a and b are the observable nodes of target g.

Considering a more complex situation, in Figure 2b, we
apply the idea in Example 1 to all the observable nodes of
target g. To prevent information redundancy caused by the
states of sub-nodes propagate to g through multiple paths,
we build the tree structure with root g. This similar idea is
appeared in Tree-Lstm to predict the semantic relatedness
of sentences in NLP tasks (Tai, Socher, and Manning 2015).
Our Propagation Tree Construction algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, we train the target set G
simultaneously as in the competition module, and each Tg

is min{Ti|i ∈ G}. So, each treeg has the same structure
except for the root (target node). The adjacency matrix Γ
of Algorithm 1 represents the tree structure. The depths of
nodes represent different time levels. Since the market en-
vironment is the context of target projects, and the equal
interval sampling is beneficial for long-term effects propa-
gation in contextual history learning(Wu et al. 2017). There-
fore, when creating the edges between nodes in our algo-
rithm, for i ∈ Uk − Uk−1, we reserve the shortest edge in
{〈j, i〉 | ∀j ∈ Uk−1} to build the tree. In this way, the time
intervals between the layers of this tree are as similar as pos-
sible, it leads to each chain represented by the path from one
leaf to root that approaches to evenly spaced time series.

For the message passing of the tree-structured network,
we use propagation model in GG-NNs which unroll the re-
currence for fixed number of steps th and use back propa-
gation through time to compute gradients. We initialize the
node state when the time order t = 1:

h1
i = [ xi ‖ ri ] , i ∈ Φ,

h1
g = [ xg ‖ 0 ] , g ∈ G. (9)

And in the procedure of message passing, since the target
nodes and other nodes update in the same way, we use v
denotes the id of each node. The information aggregation in
each time step as:

atv = ΓT
Mv :

[
h
(t−1)T
1 ...h

(t−1)T
|G∪Φ|

]
+ b. (10)

We implement gated recurrent units to guarantee the long-
step propagation of information, and the gated module for
each node at t as follow:

ztv = σ
(
Wza

t
v +Uzh

t−1
v

)
,

rtv = σ
(
Wra

t
v +Urh

t−1
v

)
,

ht′
v = tanh

(
Watv +U

(
rtv 
 ht−1

v

))
,

ht
v =

(
1− ztv

)
 ht−1
v + ztv 
 ht′

v .

(11)

Algorithm 1 Propagation Tree Construction
Input:

Set of target projects G;
Set of published observable projects Φ;
Historical days th;
Mapping function Mi → unique id in {0, 1, ..., |Φ ∪

G|}, i < N;
Output:

Output adjacency matrix Γ

1: Set matrix Γ zeros, define infinite matrix Len
2: U1 ← G
3: for k = 1, ..., th do
4: B ← Φ ∪ G − Uk

5: for i ∈ B do
6: for j ∈ Uk do
7: if nh ∗Δ < Tj − Ti < nh ∗ 2Δ then
8: Lenj,i ← Tj − Ti

9: if k = 1 then
10: ΓMj ,Mi ← 1 � connect with roots
11: J ← argminj∈Uk(Lenj,i)
12: ΓMj ,Mi ← 1

13: Uk+1 ← Uk ∪ i
14: return Γ

After t = th, we get the final state of target g which learns
the influence of propagating from entire market,

He
g = hth

g , g ∈ G. (12)
To sum it up, comparing with the chain-like sequential

models restricted by time step size, the layers of tree struc-
ture is much less, it can model the influence propagation of
entire market. Therefore, our propagation tree structure is
more suitable for modeling the evolution of entire market.

Joint Optimization

We combine the outputs of the above two modules and de-
sign the corresponding loss function. First, we use the fully
connected layer to get the output value:

ỹg = ReLU
(
Wf

(
Hc

g +He
g

)
+ bf

)
, g ∈ G, (13)

where ReLU keeps prediction value y
′
g ≥ 0. Then, the loss

function can be defined as:

Lossp =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G
|yg − y

′
g|. (14)

In addition, the MAE loss Loss l of LSTM of modeling
time series in the competitive module can be calculated in
the same way as Equation (14) could be jointly trained with
Lossp, since the more accurate states fitting of the pub-
lished nodes leads to the more effective information aggre-
gation. Next, we adopt trade-off to assign the weights be-
tween Loss l and Lossp, Θ represents the parameters of our
model, so the objective function as follows:

f (Θ) = min
Θ

(ηLossp + (1− η)Loss l) . (15)

Finally, we use Stochastic Gradient Decent(SGD) to up-
date parameters Θ of the model and apply exponential decay
to the initial learning rate 0.02.
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Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the dataset used in exper-
iments. Then, the experimental setup is expressed in detail.
Finally, we focus on evaluating the performances of GME in
report of experimental results.

Dataset Description

Specifically, we conduct experiments on Indiegogo dataset
(Liu et al. 2017) to verify the effectiveness of our model
in the task of early fundraising estimating. There are N =
14, 143 projects and |S| = 1, 862, 097 investing records in
the dataset. And the dataset contains a variety of heteroge-
neous information about projects as shown in Table 1 men-
tioned in preliminaries. To test the generalization ability of
our model on different scale dataset, we individually sample
three sub datasets consisting of different amounts of projects
(7K, 10K and 14K) from the complete dataset. In our exper-
iments, we properly preprocess the dataset and divide it into
training set and test set in chronological order with a split
ratio of 5:1. To build historical market data for each target
set, we use moving partition strategy to get inputs of model
with a sliding time window above the time order. The slid-
ing step is the segment periods mentioned above, and the
length th = {1, 2, ..., 7} of time window would be adopted
in experiments.

Experimental Setup

Evaluation Protocols. In our study, we evaluated the
prediction performance of our approach and the baselines
through Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Ab-
solute Error (MAE), which are the two standard evaluation
metrics for prediction tasks (Wang et al. 2018). Specifically,
G represents a set includes target projects from one time win-
dow, for the project i ∈ G whose real target value yi and
predicted value ỹi described in problem overview, the eval-
uation protocols denoted as:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

|G|
|G|∑
i=0

(yi − ỹi)
2
,

MAE =
1

|G|
|G|∑
i=0

|yi − ỹi|.
(16)

Implementation Details. For numerical features in static
features, we convert them into the categorical type (one-hot
encoder) by dispersion. Specifically, the dimensions of de-
clared funding duration and declared pledged goal are 4 and
16. For text data, we first use word segmentation to deal
with it. Then we remove all punctuations, convert all words
to lowercase, and only keep words that appear more than 5
times. On this basis, we implement the doc2vec method to
generate 50-dimensional vector for each description. For all
models (include baselines) in our experiments, the size of
the hidden state in LSTM and the state of nodes in graph
are both 50, the dimension of FC layers are also 50, and
the dropout after gated module are kept 0.9 empirically. The
weight η of trade-off is set as 0.7.

Baselines. Since Early Fundraising Performance Estimat-
ing is an open issue, many sequential methods in crowdfund-
ing are not applicable to this task. Therefore, we compare the
following well-designed models which are selected from the
most related research fields, and we fine-tune some models
that need to be transferred to adapt to our task.
• RFR (Random Forest Regression) is a regression-based

method that can be used to model hand-crafted features
(Liaw, Wiener, and others 2002). We process static fea-
tures for prediction by the RFR whose max depth is 4.
• MLP (Multiple Layer Perceptron) is a typical feed-

forward neural network trained with back propagation
(Zhang et al. 1998). For target project g, we first concate-
nate the static feature xg , the average pooling vector of
running projects’ competitiveness at Tg and the average
pooling vector of the initial state of nodes in treeg to-
gether. Then, these concatenated vectors are fed into an
MLP with three FC layers for predictions.
• LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory networks) is a recur-

rent neural network architecture that can avoid vanish-
ing gradient, which is a useful tool for modeling se-
quence. We set its step size to 15 in compared experi-
ments (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997).
• CLSTM (Contextual LSTM) takes the contextual infor-

mation into account during the message propagation pro-
cess (Ghosh et al. 2016), we create the contextual vector
by discretized temporal variables in hours.
• DTCN (Deep Temporal Context Network) is designed for

sequential image popularity prediction (Wu et al. 2017).
This model learns the long-term and short-term effect of
context from historical data.
• DMC (Dynamic Market Competition) can capture the

competitiveness of projects in crowdfunding (Lin, Yin,
and Lee 2018), we fine-tune the model slightly to make
it applicable to our problem scenario.

In addition, we conduct the ablation experiments to verify
the effectiveness of the main components of GME.
• GME-C is refer to our complete model GME without the

market evolution module. We compare it with other mod-
els to test the competition module.
• GME-H is refer to our complete model GME without

the project competition module. We compare it with other
models to test the market evolution module.

Experimental Results

Model Comparison. The comparison results on the
fundraising prediction task with different models including
GME are shown in Table 2. First, we focus on the perfor-
mances of our complete approach GME, it achieves the best
prediction performances on three data size settings with two
evaluation metrics, and the minimum MAE is 0.1771, the
minimum RMSE is 0.2857. Compared with non-GME mod-
els (except GME-H and GME-C), GME outperforms other
prediction algorithms with averages of 15.6%, 14.0% and
12.9% relative MAE improvements on three data size set-
tings. Next, we can easily see that the components of GME
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Table 2: Comparisons on the datasets.

Models Indiegogo-7K Indiegogo-10K Indiegogo-14K
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

RFR 0.2175 0.3343 0.2224 0.3293 0.2251 0.3376
MLP 0.2201 0.3377 0.2209 0.3351 0.2193 0.3305

LSTM 0.2134 0.3316 0.2238 0.3324 0.2117 0.3240
CLSTM 0.2112 0.3279 0.2128 0.3266 0.2146 0.3293
DTCN 0.2024 0.3165 0.1978 0.3018 0.2044 0.3142
DMC 0.1970 0.3100 0.1956 0.3117 0.1933 0.2938

GME-C 0.1941 0.3047 0.1974 0.3141 0.2053 0.3078
GME-H 0.1880 0.3086 0.1930 0.3023 0.1914 0.2924
GME 0.1771 0.2940 0.1819 0.2894 0.1836 0.2857

are also able to get superior results. Especially, GME-C sur-
passes all models except GME on RMSE on Indiegogo-
7K. And compared with three sequential models (LSTM,
CLSTM, DTCN), the propagation tree structure of GME-H
is not complicated but can effectively capture the evolution
of the entire market environment. It leads to GEM-H gets
more accurate results on MAE and RMSE. Finally, observ-
ing the performance of the combination of modules, there
is an obvious appearance that GME can achieve higher ac-
curacy than GME-H and GME-C. It proves that combining
competition learning with market evolution learning can fur-
ther boost the performance. To sum up, the effectiveness of
market modeling in our approach is verified in the experi-
ments.

Influence of History Length. In this section, first, we vi-
sualize the performance variations with the increase of the
depth of propagation tree on Indiegogo-7K. The depth is the
number of historical days we can observe before the pre-
startup time of the target project. What stands out in Fig-
ure 3a is that the performances of GME and GME-H be-
come better with deeper depth in the overall trend. However,
at the tail of these curves, GME and GME-H show slight
upward trends. These tests reveal that lengthening history
length without limit does not necessarily lead to better ex-
perimental results, since it probably to bring more noise. In
our experiment, the most appropriate depth for GME is 5, it
achieves the best result 0.1771 on MAE. Second, compare
with the classic sequential model, as shown in Figure 3b,
we find that LSTM does not improve significantly with the
increase of step size (the number of historical projects). Fi-
nally, to verify that the tree structure with time levels is
more efficient than directly aggregating all historical nodes
by GNN, we define “w/o tree” to denote not using tree struc-
ture. And we give the results of corresponding architectures
GME (w/o tree) and GME-H (w/o tree). Obviously, GME
(w/o tree) and GME-H (w/o tree) do not perform well, the
greatest scores of them are 0.1834 and 0.2060. And they do
not improve by the increase of the history length.

Influence of Pruning Approaches. In the competitive-
ness module, we propose the pruning approach that retains
only two physical relationships: projects belong to the same
category and on the just-funded section. The experimental
results of pruning approaches are shown in Figure 4, where
all methods are based on GME. Unpruned retains all edges,
Only Cate retains the edges between the target project and
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Figure 3: Influence of history length.
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Figure 4: Influence of pruning approaches.

other nodes with the same category, Only JF deletes all con-
nections except the projects on the just-funded section at
time Tg . Moreover, Cate & JF denotes the union of Only
Cate and Only JF. It can be seen in Figure 4, pruning with
only one physical relationship would reduce the accuracy of
the model slightly, since it loses a considerable amount of in-
formation. But the significant result is that Cate & JF lead to
a more accurate prediction than Unpruned on our dataset. It
proves that our pruning method is capable of avoiding more
useless input for the influence aggregation.

Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the issue of estimating the early
fundraising performance of the unpublished project on on-
line crowdfunding platforms. Along this line, we proposed
a Graph-based Market Environment model (GME) to ex-
plore the market environment and estimate the early per-
formance of the target project. Specifically, we discrimina-
tively modeled the market competition and market evolution
by designing two graph-based neural network architectures
and incorporating them into the joint optimization stage. We
conducted extensive experiments on the real-world crowd-
funding data collected from Indiegogo.com. The experimen-
tal results clearly validated the effectiveness of GME.

In the future, we will apply our models to other scenarios
and applications leading to a more general framework.
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